Acoustic properties for place of articulation in nasal consonants.
The goal of this study was to determine whether acoustic properties could be derived for English labial and alveolar nasal consonants that remain stable across vowel contexts, speakers, and syllable positions. In experiment I, critical band analyses were conducted of five tokens each of [m] and [n] followed by the vowels [i e a o u] spoken by three speakers. Comparison of the nature of the changes in the spectral patterns from the murmur to the release showed that, for labials, there was a greater change in energy in the region of Bark 5-7 relative to that of Bark 11-14, whereas, for alveolars, there was a greater change in energy from the murmur to the release in the region of Bark 11-14 relative to that of Bark 5-7. Quantitative analyses of each token indicated that over 89% of the utterances could be appropriately classified for place of articulation by comparing the proportion of energy change in these spectral regions. In experiment II, the spectral patterns of labial and alveolar nasals produced in the context of [s] + nasal ([ m n]) + vowel ([ i e a o u]) by two speakers were explored. The same analysis procedures were used as in experiment I. Eighty-four percent of the utterances were appropriately classified, although labial consonants were less consistently classified than in experiment I. The properties associated with nasal place of articulation found in this study are discussed in relation to those associated with place of articulation in stop consonants and are considered from the viewpoint of a more general theory of acoustic invariance.